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FIVE WAYS TO WELLBEING
1 – Connection
Confidence is reliant upon feeling valued and
shared experiences with other people. Having
others to connect with will provide engagement
and support for someone lonely so that they feel
more positive about themselves. Regular human
interaction is a well-defined need and as one of
the five ways to wellbeing it is essential for good
mental and physical health.
Be aware that some older people are indeed keen
to be out and about but reaching out on their own
has become a major barrier. If there is someone
you know in this position, you can support them
by doing the following:
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1. Call regularly and remember those special
days like a birthday or significant anniversary.
Do it as often as possible because the sound of
your voice will be reassuring.
2. Leading on from those phone calls, visit
them in person. A physical presence will allow
for easier rapport making a shared activity out
and about entirely possible.
3. Encourage them to join a friendship group
within the local community. Age Concern
Colchester have a range of such groups for
common interests and the odd coffee morning
with friends. If they are unable to get to them
independently, maybe organise their transport
or better still accompany them yourself:
4. Partnering up with a friend or relative on
days and evenings out is a great way to add to
happy experiences and memories. Ask yourself,
would this be possible if they were alone?
Befriending is a splendid way to help those in
the community make those connections
necessary for good health:
5. Take an interest in their life and ask plenty
of questions about their day.
6. If you are struggling to communicate with
them on line, teach them how to use Skype,
texting and E-mails. The technology club at 63
North Hill is here to help as a gentle
introduction to the world wide web:

"If just for a moment we could
swap all of our health problems and
financial worries for a walk in the
fresh air, a day out with a friend or
belonging to a friendship club, life
might be so much easier."

2 – Taking notice
As we travel through life what would happy
memories be like if we didn’t stop to notice them?
Even every day activities have a significance through
renewing our awareness about what’s actually going
on around us. As one of the five ways to wellbeing,
‘taking notice’ is the one most likely to improve
anxiety, also to sort out life’s problems into lots of
smaller more manageable compartments. If just for
a moment we could swap all of our health problems
and financial worries for a walk in the fresh air, a
day out with a friend or belonging to a friendship
club, life might be so much easier. There are many
different reasons for being ‘mindful’ or living in the
moment which modern psychologist are constantly
encouraging us to practise.
1. Briefly taking note of your environment right now
could help reduce worries and anxieties in the
future. By taking notice now there is at the least the
possibility of a well deserved break from all the
rigours of a hectic life instead of thinking negatively
about what could go wrong next. Reflection on these
experiences can make physical challenges seem
less daunting, to be less inclined to anticipate failure
leading to a more positive frame of mind.

"Taking notice is a great way to
appreciate oneself and to spend
time celebrating who we are now
by accentuating the positive."

2. Taking notice means engaging with the outside
world; Making a new friend; learning something new
or just giving to a good cause. It’s a great way to
appreciate oneself and to spend time celebrating
who we are now by accentuating the positive.
3. Being physically active as possible is a good way
to clear the head. Some of us will gain in confidence
if we are able to stay out and about for longer.
Mindfulness teaches us to be more self aware and
promotes the motivation to change in future.
How about doing something new by joining one of
our friendship groups – Our events page will alert
you to those coming up over the next few weeks:
https://www.ageconcerncolchester.org.uk/events/
3- Giving
For that feel good factor, showing kindness to
someone or giving up your time to make someone’s
day, you will discover another of the five ways to
wellbeing – a feeling of accomplishment derived
from making a difference; even better than a fresh
cup of coffee!
- There are several versions of how ‘giving’ is
important to our health which some have described
as a remarkable panacea to life’s trials and
tribulations.

"‘Giving is important to our health
which some have described as a
remarkable panacea to life’s trials
and tribulations."

- It won’t come as a surprise that volunteering
improves wellbeing especially from middle age
onwards when at times one’s confidence could
do with a bit of a boost. Many of our older
volunteers at Age Concern have reported
experiencing increasing physical activity with a
renewed sense of purpose about their lives
when they help others. With so many roles to
choose from there is so much you can do to help
us in our vision to improve quality of life and
alleviate poverty throughout Colchester:
- For a charity organisation there are three big
ways you can support us: volunteering time to
help out, donating money and offering support:
https://www.ageconcerncolchester.org.uk/howyou-can-help/donate/
- Both large and small acts of kindness count for
so much. Research has stated that genuine
happiness is directly linked to the
compassionate nature. From being positive and
looking outward one can stave off depression
and improve mental health.

"Making someone smile is a
fantastic way to derive satisfaction
from doing something good."

- Within any community a shared sense of
responsibility will encourage co-operation.
Hopefully more often than not, if someone elderly is
alone and vulnerable, people will notice in time to
say ‘we have your back’. This is specially important
during the wintertime when the NHS is running at
full capacity.
- Connecting socially is a form of giving – making
someone smile is a fantastic way to derive
satisfaction from doing something good.
- Some say that complimenting others and giving
praise is a great way to raise confidence in both the
people you love and yourselves simultaneously.
Showing you care enough to know when a friend is
struggling could be the cue to offer a helping hand
should they need it or find time to listen. In that
case, you might consider becoming a Befriender
and make a new friend. For more details:
https://www.ageconcerncolchester.org.uk/ourservices/health-and-wellbeing-2/befriending-andfriendship/

"Overcoming obstacles makes for
being willing to try again to be
better despite failures along the
way."

4 – Learning
Learning is a lifelong experience, for who could
ever claim that they know everything? As far as the
five ways to wellbeing is concerned, to learn is not
just dealing with facts and knowledge, but is also
about discovering things about ourselves through
what we are capable of. In later years, yes there
are challenges, but overcoming obstacles makes
for being willing to try again to be better despite
failures along the way. To find out about your true
potential you could try something different or
through learning a new skill from scratch.
For those brushing up on what they thought had
been long forgotten, why not rekindle your
enthusiasm to keep going and try out a club or
group doing a similar activity? The positive impact
on mental health and wellbeing will be
considerable. While we are forever updating our
mind-palace of ideas, memories of friends and
loved ones with the information stored inside, our
story will never be really complete. So keeping the
mind trim through activity is a way of being healthy
both physically and moreover, mentally stimulated.

"While we are forever updating
our mind-palace of ideas, memories
of friends and loved ones with the
information stored inside, our story
will never be really complete."

In a nut shell, here are the positive head’s up. Life
long learning:
- increases self esteem from achievable goals.
- encourages social interaction possibly through
learning a new skill simultaneously.
- derives a sense of hope, direction and purpose
looking forward along our own time line.
- relieves stress and is a distraction away from
rumination over failure.
We have plenty of clubs and societies here at the
Veranda where you can learn something new.
Don’t be afraid if you haven’t tried a particular
activity before, individuals learn from a volunteer
with more experience. As time goes on, people
learn from one another.
Something else you might want to consider to
learn a new skill or to meet other people. They
offer a number of courses designed for people in
their later years.
https://www.ageconcerncolchester.org.uk/events/

"Research has shown that those
who regularly exercise have in the
fullness of time enjoyed greater
independence during later years."

5 – Be Active
The last of the ‘5 ways to wellbeing’ series is to
‘Keep Active’. When growing older people
appreciate that the benefits of a suitable exercise
regime, outweigh the costs. Research has shown
that those who regularly exercise have in the
fullness of time enjoyed greater independence
during later years.
Over the age of 65, wellbeing is likely dependant on
making the most of things. If you are spending
more than 10 hours a day stationary, health
professionals advise filling more time doing an
activity which at least involves some sort of
movement. Even if you have mobility issues, gentle
exercise will do the trick but particularly if it is
done regularly. Studies have shown that the
following problems are better managed when one
is more inclined to keep active.
- Having a fall: Possessing the strength to be up
and about depends on having a strong bone
density. Exercising certain muscle areas could
mean fewer accidents and for some of us, a much
greater scope to do the things we enjoy. Further
down the road, you will be 40% less likely of
needing a hip operation. Similarly, Osteoporosis
can be avoided by staying healthy in this way.

"Even if you have mobility issues,
gentle exercise will do the trick but
particularly if it is done regularly. "

- Heart disease and Obesity: Amongst other types
of exercise, fast walking and household chores are
a few of the activities which prevent heart disease
and obesity. From time to time, a rise in the heart
rate and an increased blood flow from some sort
of cardiovascular exercise, could stave off heart
problems from developing in later years.
- Mental health: Out of 1,600 people, of those who
didn’t exercise, studies showed they were more
likely to develop dementia compared to those who
exercised the most. In comparison, those who
were more active, figures indicate that they had
lower rates of depression and anxiety.
- Early Death: Even through doing gentle exercise
like walking and swimming, it is possible to add on
5 years to your life.
- High Cholesterol: To prevent diabetes or a stroke,
monitor your cholesterol levels so that they are not
excessively high. Activity and a balanced diet will
help you stay within healthy limits.
- Lack of confidence and independence: Getting
out and about is a good way to boost confidence
and combat loneliness. Some say, the more you
know what you can do, the more you will want to
do. With higher expectations, people have
discovered they can live independently for much
longer.

"Getting out and about is a good
way to boost confidence and
combat loneliness."

However, it is understood that from a certain age,
activities that were once straight forward tend to be
more burdensome and possibly for some people
they experience pain with less energy to be at their
best. Being active is not just about pushing beyond
your limits and you must set realistic goals. For
some of us, the gym could feel a little too much so
find something you are able to do instead and make
it part of a routine, even if it is something as light as
stretching first thing in the morning. Certainly be
gentle with yourself and celebrate achievements. If
they seem small at first, you can build on them as
time goes on.
We have picked up two options available to you on
the Veranda. Look up on our events page for a vast
array of keep-active classes and clubs friendly to
later years:
Keep Fit Club
Keep Fit is a great way to stay active and build
friendships. The friendly Keep Fit groups run on a
Monday, Wednesday and a Thursday and cater for
people of all abilities.
Yoga Classes
Christina has taught Yoga for many years and runs
specialist classes for those in later years. The
classes are generally booked in 6 week slots and
Christina operates a waiting list if classes are full.
https://www.ageconcerncolchester.org.uk/events/

"Even if you have mobility issues,
gentle exercise will do the trick but
particularly if it is done regularly. "
For more information, contact us at:
Telephone: 01206 368420
Email: enquiries@ageconcerncolchester.org.uk
Address: 63 North Hill, Colchester, Essex, CO11PX
Age Concern Colchester feels it is important that older
people should not become isolated and so we run a
number of social activities with partners in the community
across the Borough of Colchester and beyond. Here at Age
Concern we have a wide variety of different clubs and
services to suit every need. If you or a loved one are
seeking support, advice or friendship our highly
experienced team is on hand to welcome you to Age
Concern.
Our Groups and Activity Clubs Include:

Art Club
Beading Buddies
Befriending Service
Bingo Leaflet
Bridge Club
Business Directory
Catch the Mouse (1-to-1
computer training)
Chairobics
Chiropody
Coffee Morning

Technology Group
Keep Fit
Knit and Natter
Leaving a Legacy
Legal Surgery
Line Dancing
Practical Spanish
Yoga Club
Craft Club

